
THE EVOLUTION OF THE ANDROID ARCHITECTURE

Android history: from no architecture to MVP to MVVM to Redux.

Sometimes I asked the question to myself or to community members why we need this evolution or why this
evolution happened? We can say the Android community took from other technologies and twisted according
to Android. Still waiting for Bazel to officially support Android or Buck to become more popular. Note: These
patterns are not new in our field. Angular is probably the most prominent one in the list - it moved away from
manipulating DOM nodes views directly and offered declarative data binding instead. So there are some
simple differences which you need to find out, and later these are the tips for others to learn things in simple
steps. That consumed a lot of time to fix small issues. Most Squareup libraries have promoted this pattern and
people gladly followed it. Fernando Cejas Welcome! Web development practices tend to change every month
if not every week. Every feature is conceptually duplicating the same concept. When injecting abstractions as
collaborators, we can just change the implementation of any object without having to make a lot of changes in
our codebase, since that object instantiation resides in one place isolated and decoupled. Like you want to
achieve MVP, always remember in any case you are not allowed to use any Android API in Presenter instead
create an abstraction by using interface and delegate that work through your interface method to talk with
Android API. That is a huge problem especially in the perspective of speed and time. Still, Anvil has lots of
advantages which I will describe in the following posts. However, I will point out what makes it interesting in
regards of android applications development, and how it has helped me evolve my first approach of clean
architecture. Another paradigm shift resulted in high-performance modular UI components. As community
teams start facing problems and we start searching on google how to tackle these issues. Without taking care
of others instead without taking care of ourselves like what will happen if we need to do work again with this
code base after three months. Instead, some times due to God classes original author of the code not able to
change with full confidence. Create a Singleton and enjoy coding. Same we used Network Broadcast Receiver
in a horrible way, and Google bans that receiver in Marshmallow :. Thanks, jakewharton. Nerdy Geek. By the
way in every Android Architecture pattern explanation post, I will do my best to show you these issues and
how we resolved these with the help of the community. I have been looking for a sane Java replacement for
years and when Kotlin became more or less stable - I gave it a try. Over time, apps are going complex, and we
need to write a lot of code. Quantum Computing and Artificial Intelligence fan.


